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About This Game

The Glargaz solar system was the perfect place to build new worlds for settlers and expand the empire, until the attacks began.
Being new settlements the planets defenses are still in the process of powering up, this is where you come in. Defend the planets

from relentless attacks and provide time for the shield generators to power up, making the planets self sufficient. Solar Battle
Glargaz provides endless levels of increasing difficulty to test even the most agile gamer. Ready for the test? Pick up a mouse

and defend the Glargaz solar system!

Features:
Endless levels

Endless increasing difficulty
3 Difficulty settings

Simple but challenging game play
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solar battle glargaz

Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%. As of writing this, it's an asset flip and NOT an actual game! You click missiles to kill
them and defend the planet in the center and that IS ABSOLUTELY ALL THERE IS TO IT! No other features (like game
modes and maps and whatever), no mechanics beyond just the click (upgrades, abilities, skills, you don't even have something to
help you kill more stuff at once you literally just have to click every single projectile), and WORST of all NO PAUSE
BUTTON WUT! Going into menu to even look at things doesn't actually pause this game (not that there is anything to look at it
there) and that's just crazy in a game that's about speed and reflexes. If there is I haven't found it (or any other features so far),
which is already bad enough even if it is present, so your only option is to quit this game. At least it saves your progress, but that
feels very pointless.

This is literally as featureless as arcade games from 50-60 years ago, and even then some of those were actually better.

I bought it on sale for like half a dollar, and I don't even mind it (let's call it charity), but I did expect more. The nicest and
fairest thing I can say about this game now in terms of recommendation is:

1) Total veggie out! If you just want something absolutely mindless and ADHD satisfying to completely forget about everything
as you just click away into a retrograde mindstate to avoid dealing with the meaninglessness of this futile existence....or if you
are waiting for some other game to load.

2) Potential? I mean I don't think it's that hard to add some features at this point, maybe even turn this into an entirely different
game while you are at it, so let's support the dev now and maybe this will be a decent defense game that matches up to flash
games from 10 years ago! For half a dollar I'd just be happy with a pause button and an upgrade that lets me pop more than one
missile at a time in a slight AoE...Then I might even care just for the third benefit...

3) Click away into oblivion and see what insane high score you can get. I imagine maybe there is an audience for that. It might
be interesting to see how far you can go in 1 year on like 5 minutes per day, so maybe that is worth even a full dollar to
someone!

If this game does change I am willing to change my opinion of it and give it more of a fair chance, but in the Steam level
competition you are better off getting something else or playing a Freemium, Fee 2 Pay game even.. You get what you paid for,
5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on
your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s
just a way of distributing achievements.
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Announcing our Steam Store Page!:

Today we are excited to announce the “coming soon” status of our new Steam Store page!. The time has come. It's the dawn
of the final Friday...:

...the last Friday you'll ever spend waiting for XING: The Land Beyond to come out, that is!

Ladies and gentlemen, we are on track for our September 18th launch!. Patch Notes Build 3682 (but who's counting?):

Update #8. Patch Notes Build 3636:

Update #4: This time you get a feature!. Patch Notes Build... 18? And BooooOOOO!:

Update #9. Patch Notes Build 3631:

UPDATE UPDATE UPDATE
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